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Remember these rules for visiting
mountain gorillas:
• Wash your hands before you visit
gorillas.
• Stay in a tight group.
• Speak only in whispers.
• Keep seven metres away from the
gorillas.
• Don’t eat or drink near gorillas.
• Never touch a gorilla.
• If you need to sneeze, turn your
head away.
• If a gorilla charges you, crouch
down, don’t look it in the eye and
wait for it to leave.
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Read and learn
1

Draw lines to connect these words with their meanings.
a poaching

a war between different groups in the same country

b behaviourist

to buy and sell

c campaigned

middle

d species

a person who studies actions and behaviour

e fungal

a serious, sad or difficult condition

f civil war

planned and carried out activities to achieve something

g plight

caused by a fungus

h midst

taking animals without permission from someone else’s land

i

a set of animals or plants in which the members look like each

trade

other and can breed with each other
2 Read the texts on pages 54 and 55 and complete the sentences.
a Up to ___________________________ frog species have become extinct since 1980.
b Dian Fossey began studying gorillas ___________________________ years ago.
c The last known Pyrenean ibex died ___________________________ years ago.
3 According to Extinction, what are the main threats to these animals?
a frogs

b bilbies

4 Tick the correct answer.
“Extinction” is an abstract noun because it:
is hard to understand.

names something you can’t see.

has more than 10 letters.

is made of two or more nouns.

5 Name two countries that have mountain gorillas.

6 Who protects the mountain gorillas of Central Africa?

7 Why do you think it is important that money from tourists visiting gorillas is shared with
local people?
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8 Read the rules for visiting mountain gorillas on page 55.
a What should you do if a gorilla charges you? Circle all correct answers.
scream

sneeze

wait

stare

shout

cry

run

crouch

b Why should you wash your hands before visiting gorillas?

c Why do you think a gorilla would charge at a person?

d

What rule most surprises you? Why?

9 Why do you think Dian Fossey was killed?

10 Write your own definitions to complete this table about threats to animals.
classification

definition

examples

Extinct

lesser bilby, thylacine

Extinct in the wild

Hawaiian crow

Critically endangered

northern hairy-nosed wombat,
grey nurse shark

Endangered

Vulnerable

Least concern

The species faces a very high risk

Tasmanian devil,

of extinction soon.

Gouldian finch

The species faces a high risk of

humpback whale,

extinction in the medium term.

superb parrot
common wombat,
laughing kookaburra
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Punctuation
1

Place a question mark or full stop at the end of each sentence.
a Will the gorillas be saved from extinction
b The gorillas can be saved from extinction
c Would you care if your environment was threatened

2

Write a question about mountain gorillas.

3

Place a full stop or exclamation mark at the end of each sentence.
a Dian Fossey was killed in Africa
b Gorilla numbers have rocketed
c The number of gorillas has increased

4

Write an exclamation about mountain gorillas.

5

Proper nouns have capital letters. Rewrite each film or book title, and its creator, correctly.
Hint: short words, such as and, the and of, are not capitalised.
a a study of mountain gorillas by dian fossey

b exploration of central africa by james stevenson

c extinction is not just ancient history by philomena philpott

d speak only in whispers starring brian branden

e big job in the congo directed by mhalia magglia

6

Quotation marks show the exact words of a speaker.
Add quotation marks to these sentences.
a Stay very still, said the ranger.
b Don’t worry, I will, replied the tourist.
c Yikes! he yelped, and ran out of the rainforest.
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7

Commas show short pauses in writing. They can also separate clauses in sentences.
Add commas to these sentences.
a Animal numbers continued to fall probably due to competition for food.
b If a gorilla charges you crouch down and don’t look it in the eye.
c If you need to sneeze turn your head away.
d Dian’s work with gorillas her favourite occupation was highly respected.
e One entire family of frog species the gastric-brooding frogs has died out.
f If in doubt don’t.
g We huddled together in a tight group and the gorillas sat in a circle and ate.

8

Dashes show a longer break than a comma. They may also signal a sudden change in
the sentence. Add dashes to these sentences.
a Wild animals are very valuable they really are worth preserving.
b Wash your hands before you visit gorillas germs will harm them.
c There are very few gorillas left we have done great harm.
d The gorillas charged “Watch out!” I screamed.

9

Apostrophes can show possession. They are placed after the owner and before the s in
a single noun. Add apostrophes of possession to these sentences.
a The bilbys ears are very long and pointed.
b The mountains steep sides made it difficult to climb — the porters breath came in gasps.
c The jungles thick growth made it difficult to conquer.
d Its leader was waiting near the groups territory.

10 Apostrophes are placed after the s in a simple plural noun, eg bilbies’ homes.
Add apostrophes of possession to these sentences.
a Many gorillas eyes watched as we approached.
b Poachers crimes include stealing young animals from their families.
c Their babies grunts and squeals made us very cautious.
d The tourists backpacks were piled in the corner.
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